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Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy of bradykinin and its B₂ receptor antagonists onto colloidal suspended Ag nanowires


The tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) spectra of bradykinin (BK) and its potent B₂ BK receptor antagonists, [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,L-Pip⁸]BK and [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,D-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁸]BK, approximately with the size about 40 nm, were recorded onto colloidal suspended Ag nanowires with diameter in the range of 350 – 500 nm and length of 2 – 50 µm. The metal surface plasmon resonance and morphology of the Ag nanowires were studied by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Briefly, it was shown that two C-terminal amino acids of BK and [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,L-Pip⁸]BK are involved in the interaction with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface, whereas three last amino acids of the [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,D-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁸]BK sequence attached the Ag surface. Thus, BK adsorbs on the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires mainly through the Phe³⁰ ring (tilted orientation) and the one oxygen atom of the carboxylate group and the Arg⁰ H₃N–C–NH–CH₃ fragment of Arg⁰. In case of [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,L-Pip⁸]BK, the Thi⁷ ring (through the lone electron pair on the sulfur atom) and the both oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group and the amine group of Arg⁰ mainly participated in the interaction with the Ag nanowire surface. For [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,D-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁸]BK, the D-Phe⁷ ring, Pip⁸ ring, and Arg⁰ side-chain assisted in the peptide interaction with the Ag surface. The obtained results emphasize the importance of the C-terminal part of these peptides in the adsorption process onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires.

Introduction

The combination of Raman spectroscopy (RS) and scanning probe microscopy (SPM) results in a unique technique known as tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS), developed at the beginning of this century. The uniqueness of TERS is due to the advantages of the component techniques, such as: the chemical and structural sensitivity and the nanometer scale spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit of light provided by RS and SPM, respectively.

In TERS, a very sharp bulk metal or metal-coated tip (usually with a tip radius less than 50 nm) is brought into feedback with the diffraction limit of light provided by RS and SPM, respectively.

In TERS, the optical nanoantenna effect, the localized surface plasmons (LSP) excitation of a metallic surface, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) results in a unique technique known as tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS), developed at the beginning of this century. The uniqueness of TERS is due to the advantages of the component techniques, such as: the chemical and structural sensitivity and the nanometer scale spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit of light provided by RS and SPM, respectively. 1,2

The tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) spectra of bradykinin (BK) and its potent B₂ BK receptor antagonists, [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,L-Pip⁸]BK and [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,D-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁸]BK, approximately with the size about 40 nm, were recorded onto colloidal suspended Ag nanowires with diameter in the range of 350 – 500 nm and length of 2 – 50 µm. The metal surface plasmon resonance and morphology of the Ag nanowires were studied by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Briefly, it was shown that two C-terminal amino acids of BK and [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,L-Pip⁸]BK are involved in the interaction with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface, whereas three last amino acids of the [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,D-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁸]BK sequence attached the Ag surface. Thus, BK adsorbs on the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires mainly through the Phe³⁰ ring (tilted orientation) and the one oxygen atom of the carboxylate group and the Arg⁰ H₃N–C–NH–CH₃ fragment of Arg⁰. In case of [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,L-Pip⁸]BK, the Thi⁷ ring (through the lone electron pair on the sulfur atom) and the both oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group and the amine group of Arg⁰ mainly participated in the interaction with the Ag nanowire surface. For [D-Arg⁰,Hyp⁷,Thi³,D-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁸]BK, the D-Phe⁷ ring, Pip⁸ ring, and Arg⁰ side-chain assisted in the peptide interaction with the Ag surface. The obtained results emphasize the importance of the C-terminal part of these peptides in the adsorption process onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires.

The mechanism of the signal enhancement in TERS is generally the same as that in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and can be explained mainly by classical electromagnetic (EM) and less often by chemical (CM) mechanisms. 3–5

The magnitude of the Raman signal enhancement for molecules in the close vicinity to the sharp tip, that is similar or greater than that in SERS (typically up to 10⁶ or more), is very often discussed on the basis of SERS. 6,7 However, the surface enhancement effect in TERS strongly depends not only on the orientation of the electric field along the tip axis but also on the dimension of the tip end; thus, the spatial resolution is determined by the size and shape of the tip apex. 8 Because of it the accessible spatial resolution is typically less than 100 nm. 9,10 Tips are usually made of Ag and Au and are either etched from a metal wire or metal is deposited onto a standard AFM cantilever. Another, more elaborate probes are in the form of metal tips with bow-tie end structures or with special periodic structures for effective excitation and focusing of surface plasmon polaritons.

TERS is used for samples in air, vacuum, and solution. 12,17 It was successfully applied as a sensing instrument in studies of variety of carbon based molecules. 19,20 Although there is only a limited number of the TERS investigations on cell membranes, nucleic acids, viruses and bacteria, lipids and human cell, proteins, peptides, and amino acids.

In our laboratory, we also developed TERS for microtopographic, high-resolution, and high-sensitivity detection of biologically active molecules in order to understand environmental and structural factors that may help to clarify the biological...
behavior observed for these molecules. Recently, we have reported the TERS results for bradykinin (BK; Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg 4 3 COOH (all amino acids are in the L-conformation)) immobilized onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanoparticles. These results have demonstrated that the bands of the same peptide fragments approximately having the same orientations with respect to the colloidal suspended Ag film, with randomly distributed different-sized aggregates (high up to ~50 nm, length 80 – 500 nm) of the 20 nm spherical Ag nanoparticles, arise from the different probing points onto the Ag film. Some changes in these bands relative intensities among the TERS spectra recorded at the different probing points have been attributed to the heterogeneity of the colloidal suspended Ag surface as to molecules adsorbed on “hot spots”.

In the present paper, we applied TERS to determine adsorption mode of native BK and its potent B2 BK receptor antagonists: [D-Arg 6,5-Hyp 5,8,Thi 5,8-L-Pip 7,8 ]BK and [D-Arg 7,8-Hyp 5,6,Thi 5,8,D-Phe 7,8,L-Pip 7,8 ]BK (where: Hyp denotes to L-hydroxyproline, Thi – L-thienylalanine (tiophene), and Pip – L-pipeolic acid) (Table 1 presents the amino acid sequence of the investigated peptides) deposited onto colloidal suspended Ag nanowires. The choice of the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires as biosensor was due to the fact of it easy preparation, reproducibility, and long-term stability. Also, because it is clear that the rheology of adsorbed species, at monolayer and submonolayer coverage, onto a metallic surface and specifically mutated analogues have contributed to design and synthesis of few generation classes of BK receptor antagonists. The first antagonist for the B2 BK receptor was [D-Phe 7,8 ]BK. The key structural change in the BK sequence was the replacement of Pro by the D-Phe residue. The [D-Phe 7,8 ]BK analogue was partial agonist with the weak antagonistic activity at the rabbit and guinea pig. Another modifications, by both addition of the D-Arg 7,8 at the BK N-terminus blocked enzyme activity and substitution of Pro at position 3 (Pro 3 ) of the BK sequence by L-hydroxyproline (Hyp 5,8 ) improved the antagonistic properties of these analogues. On the other hand, the replacement of two Phe (Phe 5,8 ) by L-thienylalanine (Thi 5,8 ), unnatural amino acid, gave resistance to enzymatic degradation and reinforced receptor affinity.

Another laboratory has also reported that the substitution at positions 7 and 8 of the [D-Arg 7,8 ,Hyp 5,6,Thi 5,8,D-Phe 7,8 ]BK Stewart’s antagonist by L-Pip residue (L-Pip/L-Pip) reduces conformational freedom of the C-terminal fragment and changes the character of the relevant part of the molecule from aromatic to aliphatic as well as increases the peptide antagonistic properties in the blood pressure and rat uterus tests. Generally, very potent antagonists have been synthesized when substitutions were incorporated in the BK C-terminal ends.

### Experimental

**Peptide synthesis**

BK (powder, ≥98% (HPLC)) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Poland). [D-Arg 6,5-Hyp 5,8,Thi 5,8-L-Pip 7,8 ]BK and [D-Arg 7,8-Hyp 5,6,Thi 5,8,D-Phe 7,8,L-Pip 7,8 ]BK analogues were synthesized by the solid-phase method using the Fmoc-strategy starting from Fmoc-Arg(Pbf)-Wang resin (GL Biochem Shanghai Ltd., 1% DVB, 100–200 mesh, 0.4 mmol/g). Fmoc was removed by 20% piperidine in DMF. A 3-fold excess of the respective Fmoc-amino acids was activated in situ using TBTU (1 eq)/HOBt (1 eq) in a mixture of DMF/NMP (1:1 v/v) containing 1% Triton, and the coupling reactions were base-catalyzed with NMM (2 eq). The amino acid side-chain-protecting groups were Bu 3 for Hyp and Ser and Pbf for Arg and D-Arg. All of the Fmoc-protected amino acids were commercially available (NovaBiochem, Bad Soden, Germany). Aaa (1-adamantaneacetic acid) was coupled in the final coupling step (for acylated peptides) using the same procedure as that for Fmoc-amino acids. Cleavage of the peptides from the resin with side-chain deprotection was performed by treatment with TFA:H 2 O:TIS (95:2.5:2.5 v/v/v) for 4 h. The total volume of the TFA filtrate was reduced to approximately 1 mL by evaporation in vacuum. The peptides were precipitated with cold diethyl ether and filtered through a Schott funnel. All of the peptides were purified by semi-preparative high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

HPLC was performed on a Waters (analytical and semi-preparative) chromatograph equipped with a UV detector (λ = 226 nm). The purity of the peptides was determined on a Hypersil C18 column (5 μm, 100 A; 250 × 4.6 mm). The solvent systems were [A]...
0.1% aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and [B] 80% acetonitrile in aqueous 0.1% TFA (v/v). A linear gradient from 20 to 80% of [B] over 30 min was applied for peptides at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. Semi-preparative HPLC was performed using a Waters C18 column (15 μm, 100 Å; 7.8 × 300 mm) in a linear gradient from 15 to 45% of [B] for 60 min at a flow rate of 2.5 mL/min. The FAB/MS of the peptides was recorded on a TRIO-3 mass spectrometer at 7 keV with argon as the bombarding gas and on a Bruker BIFLEX III MALDI TOF mass spectrometer (ionization: 337 nm nitrogen laser).

The pharmacological properties of the peptides were examined using two tests. The antiuterotonic activity was assayed on isolated rat uterus using a modified version of Holton’s procedure (rat uterus test; RUT). In the second test, we assessed the antagonistic potency of the analogs by their ability to inhibit the vasodepressor response to exogenous BK in conscious rats (blood pressure test; BPT). BK was used as a standard agonist in both tests. For more details, see reference 40.

**Ag nanowires synthesis**

Ag nanowire solutions were synthesized by polyhydric alcohol liquid reducing method in ethylene glycol solution. AgNO₃, PVP, CuCl₂·H₂O, and ethylene glycol were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used without further purification. Solutions of 94 mM AgNO₃, 4 mM CuCl₂·2H₂O, and 114 mM PVP were prepared in ethylene glycol. Typically, two batches with 5 ml of ethylene glycol solutions were heated in an oil bath (temperature 150–160 °C) and 20 microliters of the Ag nanowires. The mixture was kept for 15 min before the SERS measurement. For TERS measurements after 15 minutes of incubation the mixture was deposited onto a glass plate and dried in a vacuum dryer at 37°C for 30 minutes.

The SERS spectra were collected with Renishaw spectrometer (model inVia) operating in confocal mode combined with a Peltier cooled CCD detector and a Leica microscope (50x long-distance objective). The 514.5 nm line of Ar-ion laser (Renishaw) was used as an excitation sources. The lasers power at the laser output was set at about 15 mW. The typical exposure time for each SERS measurement was 40 s with four accumulations (series of 4 spectra, each accumulated 40 s = 160 s).

The SERS spectra were measured at ten spots on the surface of the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires. The series of spectra were nearly identical (highly reproducible), except for small differences (up to 5%) in some band intensities.

**Scanning electron microscope measurements**

The SEM images of the Ag nanowires sol were recorded on a SEM instrument, model S-5000 (Hitachi Ltd., Japan), operated at 20 kV (see Fig. 1A and B).

**Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy measurements**

The UV–Vis spectra of an aqueous BK solution, an aqueous Ag nanowires sol, and a peptide/Ag nanowires system (measured after 15 and 120 minutes of mixing) (see Fig. 1) were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-3100 spectrophotometer.

**SERS and TERS measurements**

Aqueous peptide solutions were prepared by dissolution of peptide in deionized water (18 MΩ·cm). The concentration of the sample was adjusted to 10⁻⁴ M prior to its being mixed with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires. 10 microliters of peptide sample was mixed with 20 μl of the Ag nanowires. The mixture was kept for 15 min before the SERS measurement. For TERS measurements after 15 minutes of incubation the mixture was deposited onto a glass plate and dried in a vacuum dryer at 37°C for 30 minutes.

The SERS spectra were collected with Renishaw spectrometer (model inVia) operating in confocal mode combined with a Peltier cooled CCD detector and a Leica microscope (50x long-distance objective). The 514.5 nm line of Ar-ion laser (Renishaw) was used as an excitation sources. The lasers power at the laser output was set at about 15 mW. The typical exposure time for each SERS measurement was 40 s with four accumulations (series of 4 spectra, each accumulated 40 s = 160 s).

The SERS spectra were measured at ten spots on the surface of the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires. The series of spectra were nearly identical (highly reproducible), except for small differences (up to 5%) in some band intensities.

**Results and discussion**

**Optical properties of the Ag nanowires**

Fig. 1 presents the excitation (UV-Vis) spectrum and SEM images at different magnification (A: scale 8.56 μm and B: scale 667 nm) of an aqueous Ag nanowires solution. As is evident from this figure,
Figure 1. The excitation (UV-Vis) spectra of BK in the aqueous solution (green line) and the aqueous Ag nanowires (black line) and peptide/Ag nanowires system (red solid and dashed line; measured after 15 and 120 minutes of mixing, respectively) in the 200 – 800 nm range and SEM images of the Ag nanowires solutions (A (20.0 kV x3.51 k, scale 8.56 μm) and B (20.0 kV x45.0 k, scale 667 nm)).

individual rather cylindrical nanowires (2 – 50 μm of length and 350 – 500 nm of diameter), showing the very broad plasmon resonance band in the wavelength range of 350 – 500 nm, are randomly oriented. The observed 360 and 400 nm maxims could be assigned to bulk Ag film and transverse plasmons of the Ag nanowire arrays, respectively. The significant broadening of the 400 nm band is probably due to the coupling of the electromagnetic waves emitted by the neighbouring Ag nanowires. The addition of peptide (10 μL of 10^{-5} M) to the Ag nanowires solution (20 μL) produced decrease in the absorbance of 350 – 500 nm band and did not trigger nanowires aggregation.

TERS onto the Ag nanowires

Fig. 2 presents the AFM images of the contact surfaces of the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires (scale bar 500 nm) with the marked probing points where the TERS spectra were measured and the surface characteristic diagrams: A for BK (points from A1 to A4), B for [D-Arg^0,Hyp^1,Thi^2,L-Pip^3]BK (points from B1 to B4), and C for [D-Arg^0,Hyp^1,Thi^2,D-Phe^3,L-Pip^4]BK (points from C1 to C4). As is evident from this figure, drying of the aqueous Ag nanowires solutions did not produce the aggregation of the Ag nanowires. For these probing points, Figs. 3 – 5 show the selected TERS spectra of BK and its two mutated [D-Arg^0,Hyp^1,Thi^2,L-Pip^3]BK and [D-Arg^0,Hyp^1,Thi^2,D-Phe^3,L-Pip^4]BK analogues measured under the tip-approached conditions. Figs. 3 – 5 also show the SERS spectra (red dashed line) collected at the probing points no. 1 (A, B, and C) and in the Ag nanowires aqueous solution (insets (4)). The comparison of the peptides respective SERS and TERS spectra at the probing point no. 1 evidences the similar set of bands. Therefore, due to the weaker strength of the SERS signals in respect to the significantly enhanced TERS signals, analysis is based on the TERS spectra. To enhance resolution of the TERS spectra measured at the probing points no. 1 (complex spectra containing overlapped bands) the second-derivative (in the range 1700 – 950 cm^{-1}) spectra were calculated (Figs. 3 – 5, Insets (1)). Also, TERS spectra were calculated (Fig. 3 – 5, Insets (2)) by subtracting the respective spectrum collected under the tip-retracted conditions from that measured under the tip-approached conditions.

The spectral positions of the enhanced bands in the TERS spectra, given in wavenumbers, together with the proposed vibrational assignments are summarized in Table 2. This assignment leans on our earlier detailed SERS and TERS studies on BK and its Phe-D isotope analogues deposited onto the roughened in the oxidation-reduction cycles (ORC) Ag, Au, and Cu electrodes (at different applied electrode potential) and onto the Ag or Au colloidal nanoparticles surfaces. Further information about bands allocation was obtained also from the published normal mode analysis of free or metal-bound BK analogs, piperidine (Pip), and thiophene (Thi).

Figure 2. The AFM images of the peptide-Ag nanowires systems with probing spots where the TERS spectra were collected and the surface characteristic diagrams: BK (A), [D-Arg^0,Hyp^1,Thi^2,L-Pip^3]BK (B), and [D-Arg^0,Hyp^1,Thi^2,D-Phe^3,L-Pip^4]BK (C). Measurement conditions: magnification 500 nm.

It has to be noted that the 1625, 1602/1574, 1442, 1390, 1308, 1282, 1242, 1215, 1033, and 1003 cm^{-1} bands (Table 2) mainly due to the amide I/ν2 (NH), ν_{as}(NH), ν_{s}(COO), ν_1, ν_2, amide III, ν_{as}, ν_{s} modes, respectively, are enhanced in the TERS spectra.
of BK; however, they show only slightly different intensities (for this reason, the representative TERS spectrum is presented and discussed (Fig. 3, inset (2))). The aforementioned spectral features suggest that the carboxylate group of Arg, the Phe ring(s) (Phe), and amide bond, being arranged in a similar manner in respect to the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface at each probing point, are involved in the interaction with this surface. These observations are in good agreement with the structure model of BK bound to the human B receptor determined by the solid-state NMR spectroscopy and our previous results obtained onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanoparticles surface that depict the same peptide fragment, which interacts with both the receptor and metal surface. Based on the analysis of the changes in the wavenumber, intensity, and full width at half band maximum (fwhm) of the aforementioned bands among the respective Raman and TERS spectra, the following conclusions can be drawn about the arrangement of the individual fragments on the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface.

The low intensity of the 1003 cm\(^{-1}\) TERS signal (Fig. 3) in comparison to that in the corresponding Raman spectrum implies that the Phe ring(s) either adopted more or less tilted orientation with respect to the cylindrical Ag nanowire surface or is(are) moved away from this surface. Although no shift in wavenumber and small broadening (by 6 cm\(^{-1}\)) of this band in comparison to those in the Raman spectrum allow to state that Phe is tilted in some proximity to the Ag nanowire surface. This proposed orientation of Phe corresponds to its behaviour in an aqueous colloidal Au and Ag sols and onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanoparticles surface. However, based on the comparison of the enhancement, broadness, and shift in frequency of the \(\nu\) band between the BK TERS spectra onto the nanospherical and nanowire surface it seems that the tilt angle between the Phe ring plane and the Ag surface normal is bigger for suspended Ag nanoparticles surface than the Ag nanowire surface.

The strong enhancement of the 1390 cm\(^{-1}\) band (fwhm = 36 cm\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 3, inset (2)), that is weakly scattered at 1405 cm\(^{-1}\) (fwhm = 14 cm\(^{-1}\)) in the BK Raman spectrum, allows to conclude that the C-terminal deprotonated carbonyl moiety of BK remained in the close proximity to the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface in a manner, which promotes the interaction of the lone pair of electrons on oxygen(s) with this surface. The appearance of 1512 and 233 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral features due to the antisymmetric stretching vibrations of the –COO\(^{-}\) group and symmetric O–Ag vibrations, respectively, in the BK TERS spectrum support the –COO\(^{-}\)···Ag interactions. In addition, the frequencies of the \(\nu_{as}(\text{COO}^{-})\) and \(\nu_{s}(\text{COO}^{-})\) vibrations differ by 122 cm\(^{-1}\), what indicates that the BK carboxylate moiety binds to the Ag nanowire surface through the only one oxygen atoms of the carboxylate group, similar as in the case of this peptide deposited onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanoparticles surface. Although based on the enhancement of
Table 2. Wavenumbers and proposed band assignments for the TERS spectra of BK and its B2 receptor antagonists: [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK and [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁷]BK adsorbed onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed assignment</th>
<th>Wavenumber [cm⁻¹] in TERS</th>
<th>A1-A'1</th>
<th>B1-B'1</th>
<th>C1-C'1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amide I and/or Arg  [δ(NH)]</td>
<td>1625⁵</td>
<td>1625⁵</td>
<td>1625⁵</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe/Thi [νas]</td>
<td>1602</td>
<td>1602</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [νas(C=N)]</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>1586</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe/Thi [νas]</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [δ(NH)] and/or Amide II</td>
<td>1550⁴</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [νas]</td>
<td>1542</td>
<td>1548</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [νas(COO⁻)]</td>
<td>1512</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>1528</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe [νas or Thi [ν(C=O)]</td>
<td>1486</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe/Thi [νas] and Pip [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>1442</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>1453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [(ν(CH₃) + ν(CS) + ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1401⁴</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [νas(COO⁻)]</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>1386⁴</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pip combination</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [ρ(CH₃) + ν(C–N)]</td>
<td>1374⁴</td>
<td>1373⁴</td>
<td>1378⁴</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [ν(C=O)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>1331⁴</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe [νas] or Pip [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>1308</td>
<td>1316</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe [νs] or Pip [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>1282</td>
<td>1283</td>
<td>1286</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amide III or Pip [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>1254</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pip [νas or Pip]</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [ν(C=O)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [δ(NH)] and/or νas(CNC)</td>
<td>1134</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>1143</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [νas(C–C) + νas(C–N)]</td>
<td>1087</td>
<td>1086</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [νas(C–N)]</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe [νas]</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [νas(C–C) + ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pip [skeletal stretch]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe [νs]</td>
<td>1003</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>νas(CCC) + Phe [ρas(C=O)]</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg[δ(NH)]</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [δ(NH)]</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg [ρ(CH₃)]</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amide</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thi [ν(C=O) + δ(ring)]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>590</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν(Ag–N)</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ν(Ag–O) and ν(Ag–N)</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ν – stretching, νas and νas – symmetric and asymmetric stretching, respectively, δ – deformation, ρas – wagging, ρs – twisting, ρsc – scissoring, and ρr – rocking vibrations; Arg = L-arginine, Phe = L-phenylalanine, Thi = L-thiophenylalanine, and Pip = L-pipelicolic acid; * – shoulder and ** – fitting.

Additionally, in the BK TERS spectrum onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface (Fig. 3, inset (2)), similarly to the TERS spectrum on the colloidal suspended Ag nanoparticles surface,⁵ two bands due to the Arg residue(s) vibrations (at 1374, 1342, 1134, 1087, 882, 828, 741, and 714 cm⁻¹ (see Table 2 for the proposed Ag nanowire surface (Fig. 3, inset (2)), are enhanced. These spectral features are mainly due to the N–H–C–N, and –CH₂–guanidine moieties oscillations. Thus, it seems that the H₂N–C–NH–CH₂– fragment of Arg is adsorbed onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface. The around 380 cm⁻¹ (ν(Ag–N)) band supports this statement.

In the case of the [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK analogue, almost all of the spectral features in its TERS spectrum (Fig. 4, inset (2)) could be correlated, without difficulty, to the Thi and Arg residues vibrations. These include the TERS signals at 1602, 1572, 1542, 1482, 1460, 1401, 1196, 996, 808, and 571 cm⁻¹ due to Thi and at 1586, 1513, 1386, 1373, 1340, 1135, 1065, and 737 cm⁻¹ due to Arg (see Table 2 for the band assignment). The 1602, 1586, and 1572 cm⁻¹ and the 1401, 1386, and 1373 cm⁻¹ bands overlapped giving two intense bands. These two bands together with the 996 cm⁻¹ spectral feature dominate the [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK TERS spectrum and, thus, imply that both these residues are mainly involved (Thi through the aromatic ring and Arg via the imine and carbonyl groups) in the interaction of [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface. The frequency of the carbonyl group symmetric stretching vibration (at 1386 cm⁻¹) and the difference in the frequencies between νas(COO) and νas(COO⁻) (142 cm⁻¹) suggest that the deprotonated carbonyl group serves rather as a bidentate coordination ligand. Because Arg⁹ at the C-terminal end of the analogue is the only one residue that contains the carbonyl moiety and both Arg and Thi bind to Ag it seems that only Arg at position 9 in the amino acid sequence, rather than all three Arg residues (Arg⁹, Arg⁸, and Arg⁷), interacts with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface. This statement could be supported by the weak enhancement of the amide bond (at 1638, 1254, and 657 cm⁻¹) vibrations. In addition, knowing that the 1401 (ν(CH₃) + ν(CS) + ρ(CH₃)) and 1196 (ν(C=O)), and 571 cm⁻¹ (ν(C=O) + δ(ring)) TERS signals are (1) influenced by the vibrations of this part of the Thi ring, which has the sulfur atom, (2) strengthened in comparison to those in the [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK Raman spectrum, and (3) broadened (by 11 cm⁻¹) the following conclusion could be made. The Thi ring, being tilted or perpendicular to the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface, is directed to this surface through the sulfur atom.

The TERS spectrum of [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁷]BK (Fig. 5, inset (2)) is dominated by the Arg side-chain (1528, 1378, 1341, 1302, 1286, 1143, and 1076 cm⁻¹) and the D-Phe⁷ (1600, 1576, and 995 cm⁻¹) and Pip⁶ (1399 and 1010 cm⁻¹) rings vibrations (see Table 2 for detailed band allocation). Thus, onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface the [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK analog behaves differently than BK and [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Pip⁷]BK, which interacts with this surface through the last two amino acids in the peptide sequence. For [D-Arg⁹,Hyp⁴,Thi⁶,L-Phe⁷,L-Pip⁷]BK, the D-Phe residue at the third position from the peptide C-end assists in the peptide interaction with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface. This is not surprising, since it is known that aromatic rings have high affinity to the metal surface.
Figure 4. The SERS (red line; at sampling point no. B1) and selected TERS spectra measured upon tip-approached conditions (black line; at sampling points no. B1 – B4) of [D-Arg⁰, Hyp³, Thi⁵, 8, L-Pip⁷]BK adsorbed onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire deposited onto a glass plate. Measurement conditions: peptide concentration: 10⁻⁵ M; pH = 7; excitation wavelength: 514.5 nm; spectral range: 1800 – 200 cm⁻¹. Insets: the second-derivative TERS spectrum (no. B1) (1), the TERS spectrum obtained by subtracting the spectrum collected upon tip-retracted conditions from that measured upon tip-approached conditions at the B1 sampling point (B1 – B’1) with fitting of complex bands (2), fitting of the 996 cm⁻¹ band in the B4 TERS spectrum (3), and the SERS spectrum in the aqueous solution (4).

Figure 5. The SERS (red line; at sampling point no. C1) and selected TERS spectra measured upon tip-approached conditions (black line; at sampling points no. C1 – C4) of [D-Arg⁰, Hyp³, Thi⁵, D-Phe⁷, L-Pip⁸]BK adsorbed onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire deposited onto a glass plate. Measurement conditions: peptide concentration: 10⁻⁵ M; pH = 7; excitation wavelength: 514.5 nm; spectral range: 1800 – 200 cm⁻¹. Insets: the second-derivative TERS spectrum (no. C1) (1), the TERS spectrum obtained by subtracting the spectrum collected upon tip-retracted conditions from that measured upon tip-approached conditions at the B1 sampling point (B1 – B’1) with fitting of complex bands (2), fitting of the ν₁₂ band in the C4 TERS spectrum (3), and the SERS spectrum in the aqueous solution (4).
The low intensity, shift in wavenumber (by 7 cm\(^{-1}\)), and broadening (by 11 cm\(^{-1}\)) of the 995 cm\(^{-1}\) TERS band in comparison to the Raman values point out on the more or less flat orientation of the D-Phe\(^7\) ring in respect to the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface. On the other hand, the lack of the \(v_{\text{as}}(\text{COO})\) and \(v_1(\text{COO})\) bands suggests that the carbonyl group of Arg\(^8\) does not coordinate to Ag. This is probably due to the arrangement of the whole molecule at the Ag surface forced by D-Phe\(^7\) -- Ag interaction.

It is worth mentioning that in generally, the SERS spectra in the aqueous Ag nanowires solution (insets (4)) are simpler than the corresponding TERS spectra onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires deposited onto a glass plate (insets (2)). All the main bands in the BK SERS spectrum (Fig. 3, inset (4)), similar as in the TERS spectrum, are due to the vibrations of Arg (1555 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(\delta(\text{NH})\) and/or Amide II; 1386 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(v_1(\text{COO})\); 1235 cm\(^{-1}\) – Amide III; 1124 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(\delta(\text{NH})\); 857 and 705 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(\rho_\text{CH}_2\) and Phe (1584 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(v_{\text{as}}\); 1447 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(v_{\text{as}}\); 1268 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(v_1\); 1003 cm\(^{-1}\) – \(v_{\text{as}}\)), what support the general adsorption mode of BK through the C-terminal –Phe–Arg fragment. Although the intensity of the corresponding Arg bands mainly differs between the SERS and TERS spectra, pointing out the main changes in the orientation/strength of interactions between carboxylic and guanidine groups and both the Ag surfaces. The similar changes between the SERS and TERS spectra are observed for [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK (Fig. 4, insets (4) and (2)). However, for [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),D-Phe\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK it seems the spectral profile experiencing the biggest alternation upon the change of the environment. This change is primarily due to the adsorption of this peptide through the carboxylic group onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires deposited onto a glass plate (Fig. 5, inset (2)) and via the pipelicic ring in the aqueous Ag nanowires solution (Fig. 5, inset (4)).

A noteworthy fact is that the strong and broad 1210 – 1450 and 1450 – 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) TERS bands due to the ‘D peak’ and ‘G peak’, respectively, of the hydrogenated amorphous carbon contamination, which is formed on a metal surface during rapid photodecomposition (by the highly enhanced electromagnetic field) of the adsorbed organic compound influence the TERS spectra.\(^63\)-\(^65\)

Conclusions
The adsorption mode of BK and its two potent B\(_2\) BK receptor antagonists [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK and [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),D-Phe\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires ((2 – 50 µm of length and 350 – 500 nm of diameter) was defined by TERS. Based on the analysis of the changes in the wavenumber, intensity, and full width at half band maximum of the proper bands among the respective Raman and TERS spectra the possible manner of binding to the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface of the investigated peptides was presented in Fig. 6. Also, the following conclusions were drawn:

i) Two last amino acids in the C-terminal end of BK and [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK are involved in the interaction between peptide and Ag surface; whereas the D-Phe\(^7\), Pip\(^8\), and Arg\(^8\) residues of [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),D-Phe\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK interact with Ag. Therefore, the TERS experiments highlight the importance of the peptides C-terminal part in the adsorption process onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface. Also, they prove that the same peptide fragments interact with both the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface and BK receptors.\(^60\)

ii) The carboxylate (through one of the oxygens) and guanidine groups (via the \(\text{H}_2\text{N}–\text{C}–\text{NH}_2\) fragment of Arg\(^7\), the Phe ring(s) (Phe \(^5\), in tilted orientation of the rings), and amide bond between Phe and Arg of BK are mainly involved in the BK interaction with the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires, what is in good agreement with the previous data.\(^30\),\(^60\) However, the Phe orientation on Ag and strength of –COO\(^–\) – Ag interactions depend upon the type of the colloidal suspended Ag substrate. Onto the Ag nanoparticles surface Phe is more tilted in respect the surface normal than onto the Ag nanowires surface. The interaction of the carboxylate group with Ag is stronger for the nanowires surface than for the nanoparticles surface. Thus, we provided one more evidence that nanostructure of a metallic surface and hence controlled distribution of the metal surface plasmon influence the surface geometry of the residues interacting with the metal surface.

iii) The Thi\(^8\) and Arg\(^8\) residues adsorb on the colloidal suspended Ag nanowires for [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK. The Thi\(^8\) ring, being perpendicular to the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface, binds preferentially by lone electron pair on the sulfur atom, whereas the -COO\(^–\) group binds through its both oxygen atoms to the Ag nanowires.

iv) The substitution of Pip\(^7\) by D-Phe\(^7\) and Thi\(^8\) by Pip\(^8\) in the [D-Arg\(^5\),Hyp\(^5\),Thi\(^5\),D-Phe\(^5\),L-Pip\(^5\)]BK (analogue) leads to the significant changes in the adsorption process onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface of this analogue. Arg\(^8\) and L-Pip\(^8\) as well as D-Phe\(^7\) participate in the adsorption process. The D-Phe\(^7\) ring adopts more or less flat orientation onto the Ag nanowire surface. This interaction probably pulled the -COO\(^–\) group away from the Ag nanowire surface.

i) The TERS studies of BK and its two potent B\(_2\) BK receptor antagonists showed that the bands of the same peptide fragments having the same orientations with respect the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface arise from the different probing points onto the Ag surface. Thus, the manner of the peptide adsorption depends only from the peptide modifications and not from the place of binding (the same adsorption geometry).

ii) The TERS experiments demonstrated clearly the feasibility of the TERS technique for studying complex biological molecules.
Figure 6. Possible manner of binding onto the colloidal suspended Ag nanowire surface of the investigated peptides.
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